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and disadvantages of．．．（优劣比较题型） 套路： nowadays

，．．． plays an important part／role in．．．（is／are

popular around us）．like everything else，．．．has／have both

favorable and unfavorable aspects．generally，the advantages can

be listed as follows． first，．．．besides，．．．most important

of all，．．． but every coin has two sides．the negative aspects

are also apparent．to begin with，．．．to make matters worse

／worst of all，．．． through the above analysis，i believe that

the advantages／positive aspects outweigh the disadvantages

／negative ones．therefore，．．． 【范文】 1 advantages and

disadvantages of private tutoring nowadays， private tutoring is

popular around us．a recent investigation shows that about 80％of

pupils have private tutors．like everything else，private tutoring has

both favorable and unfavorable aspects．generally，the advantages

can be listed as follows． first，private tutoring is usually one-to-

one，the teacher knows the strong points as well as the weak points

of the students；and teaching is ，in most cases，directly to the

point．private tutoring benefits a lot of pupils，indeed． but every

coin has two sides．the negative aspects are also apparent．to begin

with，it takes up so much of the pupils’ time that they can hardly

find enough time for rest and entertainment，which are essential for

their physical and mental health．besides，some teachers，busy



“shuttling”from one family to another，tend to neglect their

regular teaching duties．most important of all，some teachers are

eager to help pupils do well on the test，offering the so-called tips

for testtaking rather than help them acquire what is most needed．

through the above analysis，i believe that the disadvantages

outweigh the advantages．greater emphasis should be laid on

classroom teaching and practice，on the improvement of teaching

quality and on the tapping of the pupils’ potentialities．only in this

way can a new generation be healthily brought up． 【范文】 2

private car advantages of owning a private car disadvantages of

owning a private car should it be necessary to enlarge the private car

market? why or why not? nowadays，enjoying the luxury of owning

a private car is popular around us．a recent investigation shows that

about 80％ people desire to have private car．like everything else

，having a car has both favorable and unfavorable aspects

．generally，the advantages can be listed as follows． first，having

a car of your own means no more traveling to work on crowded

buses or subway trains, and you can 0drop off the children at school

on the way. moreover, it also means that you can enjoy the weekends

and holidays better, because with a car you can go to places where

the regular buses and trains do not go, and so you can find a quiet

scenic spot with no crowds. but every coin has two sides ( however,

there are drawbacks to owning a car)．the negative aspects are also

apparent ( for one thing )．to begin with，the roads are becoming

more and more crowded because the increase in car ownership in

recent years. it makes the journey to work like a nightmare. besides (



for another )，it is not cheap to run a car, as the prices of gasoline

and repairs are constantly rising, not to mention the prices you have

to pay for a license (办牌照) and insurance coverage (保险费).

most important of all，driving a car means risk life if car accident

happens. through the above analysis，i believe that the advantages

outweigh the disadvantages ( i have come to the conclusion the

advantages of owning a car outweigh the disadvantages)．greater

emphasis should be laid on how to regulate the private car driving. it

seems to me that that china should increase its output of automobiles

and enlarge the private car market. the result would be that cars

would become cheaper, while at the same time the extra demand

would encourage the auto industry to produce more efficient and
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